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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this study is examination of the accuracy and the reliability of numerical
simulations of a plume in corner walls in a view toward practical applications to the simulation of fire
safety planning. Corner plumes are computed numerically using the standard k-£ model and results are
compared with model experiments. Three fire source locations are considered: (a) at, (b) close to, and
(c) away from the corner. Dependence on divided mesh systems, the difference between compressible
,md incompressible flow solutions, and the sensitivity of the initial values of k and £ on results are
investigated. The simulation predicts successfully entrainment of the corner plume.
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l. INTRODUCTION

In predicting the fire smoke movement, analysis on thermal-plume behavior acting as the smoke source
of fire is essential. Much research attention has been directed toward free plume which has no spatial
constraints[J]. As the location of the fire source approaches a wall, the flow pattern of plume changes
and the flow tends to adhere to the wall. Sinee the amount of air supply to the plume on the wall side is
cut compared to an open side, pressure near the wall drops, driving the central axis of the flow to tilt
toward the wall. When there is more than one wall to form a corner, this character appears more clearly
due to the confinement effect of the corner.

In the realworld fire, a fire started near a corner of the room often spreads along the wall toward the
ceiling by generating flame and smoke. Heat from the fire gets concentrated at the corner due to the
confinement effect arising from the walls adjoining at the right angle. This intensifies radiation heat
transfer to the walls adjoining at the right angle and creates an area of high temperature, a source of the
fire growth.

The present study is motivated by critical need for predicting patterns of fire smoke movement in a
plume near the corner, high fire hazard in the realworld fire. A CFD study of corner plume is performed
using the standard k-£ model to access the accuracy of numerical predictions by comparing results with
experimental measurements[2-4]. The following factors are considered in the analysis in an attempt to
conduct a systematic comparison study with the measurement: I) location of the fire source, 2) dividing
pattern of the mesh, 3) compressibility vs. incompressibility of flow, and 4) the inflow values of k and £

of fire. The main purpose of the present work is sensitivity analysis for the horizontal distributions of
temperature and velocity and the flow rate of a corner plume in order to yield useful information from
the practical viewpoint.
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TABLE 2 Computed Cases for Comer Plumes

Case Model SID Mesh· Note Case Model SID Mesh* Note
No. [Note!] No. [Notel]

C! Incomp. 0.0 A C8S I Incomp. 0.5 B £ at fire source: 10 x C8
C2 lncomp. 0.5 A C8S2 Incomp. 0.5 t3 £ at fire source: 0.1 xC8

C3 lncomp. 2.0 A C8S3 Incomp. 0.5 B k at fire source: 0.25 x C8
C4 Simp.Comp. 0.0

~}
C8S4 Incomp. 0.5 B k at fire source: 2.25 x C8

C5 Simp.Comp. 0.5 Comparison with C9 InC01l1p. 2.0 B
C6 Simp.Comp. 2.0 compressbile ilow CIO InCOlllp. 0.0 g}Refinement nearC7 Incomp. 0.0 B CII Incomp. 0.5
C8 lncomp. 0.5 B Ct2 Illcomp. 2.0 C the fire source

Throughout the present study, the walls are assumed to be thermally insulated. Examination of heat
conduction across the wall reveals that a heat loss is only almost I % of the total heat generated [see
Note 4); hence, treating the walls as a thermal insulator would not lead to significant errors.
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TAU".: I Computational ConditlOlls f(1I" ('oll1er Phllnr~

Fire Source Size Square Fire Source with Edge I.cnglll /) 0,1111

Fire Heat Release Rate Q= 10.5 kW = 10.5 kJ/s (Convection compol1cnt,equivalcnl (070 % of the total
heat generation, 15 kW, is assigned on the floor as the heat flux. 70 % is empirically
estimated from related experiments.)

w ~ Q/(p-Cp.t.TD2) mis, u ~ v ~ 0 m/s. t.T ~ 800 K
Incompressible: w ~ 1.09 mis, k ~ 0.0713 m2/s2,e ~ 0.0171 m2/s 3

(p and Cp : at the room temperature)
C8S!: k =0.0713 m 2/s 2, e~ 0.171 m 2/s 3, C8S3: k~0.0178m2/s~ e~0.00216mZls3

C8S2: 0.07t3 0.00171 C8S4: 0.1604 0.0578
Simplified Compressible: w ~ 3.56m/s, k ~ 0.760 m2/sZ, e ~ 0.596 m2/s3 IN ote 6]

Turbulence Model Standard k-E Model 3D, Cartesian Coordinates, Incompressible: Boussinesq Approximatio
Simplified Compressible: Variabte p (I' ~constant)

FDM Scheme for Advection Tenns First-order Upwind (u, v, w, k and etJlfoughout)

Mesh Division Meshes A ("coarse"). B ("fine"), C("dense") [FIG URE A-2]

Bowldary Conditions Top: Pressure (Free In/Outllow); Floor and WaUs: Velocity - Log taw
Initial and Ambient Temperatures: 20°C, WaU Heat Transfer: Insulated

Computational Condition Unsteady calculation for both incompressible and simplified compressible flows [Note 7)

CFDCode STAR-CD 3050a (standard k-e modet ofViolJet type)

3.1 Comparative Study ofthe Compressible and Illcompres.,ibll' Flows

The incompressible flows are solved in CI - C3, while a simplilied comprcssibility approach under
the assumption of variable density and constant pressure is adapted in <:4 l '(, Illr comparison. The
mesh system employed is Mesh A presented in FIGURE A-2: sec Nute 5. The tUlbulcnee model
used here is based on the standard k-E model which is implicitly assumed thai the statistics are
made with Favre average.

• For a constant SID ratio, Mesh B refines a near·corner zone of Mesh A, while Mesh C fWiher refines a near-fire area of

Mesh B: see FIG URE A-2.

1. 1'ltEVIOIIS INn.S I U;..\ lIONS

Relatlvc 10 studics on licc plumcs 10 be louml in unconfined spaces, eomer plullles have lillraeted lellll
research eflort. l'degen, Zukoski and Kubota!5J mcasurcd cntraining air 10 plullle (generated by lin:
with a hcat release rate of 60 kW and a diameter of 0.19 m) with the aid of a hood. They report the
cffeet of external disturbances stemming Ii-om covering thc side of a lower opening of the hood with B

screen. Klote and Milkc[6] detcrmined thc flow rate of cntraining air to plume lTom a fire souree
adjacent to a wall. In this case, the flow rate is one-half the value of a virtual axisymmetric plume
whose assumed heat release rate is twice that of the actual lire source. When the lire source is near the
corner, it becomes one-quarter the now rate of the virtual axisymmetric plume with a four-fold heat
release rate of the actual lire.
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Sugawa and others[7,8] investigated experimentally entrainment of air caused by lire at or near the
corner, thereby examined relationships between the flame height and entraining air. They employ an
experimental set-up consisting of a pair of walls forming a corner at the right-angled intersection and B
propane gas-fed diffusion name burner measuring 0.1 m x 0.1 m. In the experiment, the ratio ofSl,dis·
tance between a wall to the burner, to S2, distance betwcen the remaining wall to the burner, is varied
for a series of the lire-source edge-length D: sce FIGURE A-I and refcr also to Note I at the end of
tcxt. As the location of the square lire comes closer to the corner, entrainment of air is restricted due to
the walls, leading to a reduced now rate of plume compared to a free boundary condition. Based on the
experimental results, they rcport two lindings: First, when the lire is near the corner, the temperature
drop in the height direction in lire name starts at a higher location than that in an unconlined space.
Trends in velocity are similar, but effccts allributable to the difference in entrainment patterns caused
by thc wall above the lire revealmorc distinctively than those in the entrainment at the lire-source level.
Secondly, when the lire is positioned at the corner, the horizontal distributions of temperature and
velocity exhibit conical pallerns, similar to those secn in a tree space, in the continuous name region. In
and beyond the intermittent flame region, on the other hand, iso-value contours rescmble a group of
right isosceles triangles whose right-angled edges correspond to the two walls. As the walls block
incoming air from the two directions, name, or the plume, is pushed against the walls due to the
pressure difference in the horizontal direction and subsequently spread along the walls.

In the extensive research work on corner plume by Sugawa et a1.[9-12J [see Note 2), the temperature and
velocity distributions and the flow rate of plume are documented for various S1IS2 for a series of fire
heat release rates. Quantitative measurement of a rise in the mass flow rate in plume is made using the
experimental data.[lz] and results are validated by employing concentration of COz gas and its mass as
measures. It is found that I) the entrainment rate of plume decreases when either flame or the plume
comes in contact witll wall; 2) the mass now rate of the plume nip, serving as an indicator of an increase
in entraining air, is proportional to (2+20)5/3. [5] in a free space, accounting for compensation height of
an virtual heat source 20. While, in the near-corner region where the plume senses the wall influence, it
is proportional to (2+ 20)10 Isee Note 3); 3) mass of C02 passing through the plumc zone, nice", drops in
proportion to (2+ 20)-10 at the height where the corner exerts effect, corresponding to an increase in
plume mass; and, 4) in corner plume, it was known that the flame height exhibits characteristics of a
free space at SID = 2.0, while in the entrainment rate tile effects of the corner are evident up to SID =
3.0 when the plume region is also included.

3. COMPUTATIONAL CONDITION OF CORNER PLUME

Numerical analysis of corner plume under the corresponding condition of the experiment of REFER
ENCE 12 and Note 2 is carried out using tile standard k-E model WiUl the wall boundary conditions of
the log law type. The experimental apparatus is constructed from ceramics fiber boards measuring 1.7
m x 1.7 m x 3 m (height H) for the wall and 1.0 m x 1.0 m for the floor. A diffusion flanle burner
fueled by propane gas and dimensioned O.lm x O.lm x 0.03 m (H) is mounted on the floor. The edge
length of the square fire source D is set at 0.1 Ill. With a fire heat release rate of 15 kW, the present
computer simulation considers the following three lire source locations [Note I) which are altered
relative to the wall: 1) the fire source is at the corner wall, i.e., SID = 0.0, 2) slightly offthe corner, SID
= 0.5, and 3) twice the size of fire D away, SID = 2.0. The computational condition is listed in TABLE
I. Simulated cases, presented in TABLE 2, are also summarized below.
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• For SID =2.0: The Fire is Located at a Distance Twice the Source Size from the Corner.
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3.3 Effects of Incoming k and E at the Fire Sourcc

FIGURE I shows comparison of the present numeri~al results with the measurement [Note 2] in the
distributions of temperature and velocity for SID = 0.0. Similarly, FIGURES 4 represents results for
SID = 0.5: experimental data and numerical results are also plotted for comparison in FIGURES 2 & 3.
Similarly FIGURES 5 represents results for SID=2.0.

I) For SID = 0.0: In FIGURE 1('1), the simplified compressibility model, C4, is seen to reproduce a
closer result to the experimental data for a high temperature region near the wall at the height H of 0.5
m, or HID = 5 than the incompressible flow model (C I) computes. (Note that here and hereafter
temperature difference from the ambient air is presented as the temperature distribution.) In the near
wall region at H= 1.6m (HID = 16), both CI and C4 overshoot the measured data by approximately 45
% and 65 %, respectively. In the velocity distribution shown in FIG UIRE I(b), both numerical results
overpredict the experimental value: about 50 % higher in CI and 65 % in C4 at H = 0.5 m. The
discrepancy increases to 70 % and 80 %, respectively, aUf = 1.6m.

Mesh Relinement Near Fire 1: Based on Mesh A ("coarse"), relinement is applied to a zone ncar the
corner. This mesh is called Mesh B ("fine") [Note 5]. Incompressible flow analysis is performed for
SID = 0.0,0.5 and 2.0 (C7 - C9).

For C8 using Mesh B, the length scale of turbulence I is set to O.W (called C8S I) and 10D (C8S2) and
the fluctuating velocity is taken 10 % of the mean velocity IV (C8S3) and 30 % (C8S4), thereby effects
of the incoming k and E are examined for the four cases.

With practl~ul uppll~allun of LTD prcdi~tion lur indoor smokc movcmcnt in nlmd. additional ~ll~es arc
computed by further rclining meshes to ~omparc results.

2) For SID = 0.5: The numerically obtained temperature distributions, using the incompressible model
C2 and the simplified compressible model C5, shown in I?IGURE 4('1), do not capture a region of high
temperature (> 700 K) at H = OJ m (HID = 3), underpredicting the experimental result. At 1.2 m (HID
= 12), as the high temperature zone shifts toward the wall, the C5 prediction comes closer to the
measurement; however, the C2 result is still about 20 % lower. The velocity distribution, FIGURE 4
(b), shows good agreement of the C2 prediction with thc experimental result at H = OJ m, while the
peak value of C5 is roughly 20 % higher. At If = 1.2 m, with the peaks approaching the wall similar to
the temperature distribution, overestimation by the numerical simulations of the experimental data
reaches about 20 % for C2 and 30 % for C5.

4.1 Discussion 1: Comparison of the Incompressibility vs. Simplified Compressibility Approaches
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Mesh Refinement Near Fire 2: Region ncar the fire is further refined from Mesh B and named Mesh C
("dense") [Note 5]. As above, incompressible now analysis is made, i.e., CIO - C12.

4. COMPUTED RESULTS

.I.l •.rr~f" IIf Mull K~nll~IIII'II' ill .111' Vidllity IIf I-ln'

3) For SID = 2.0: In FIGURE 5('1), a high temperature (> 350 K) zone does not appear in the numerical
results at H = OJ m and, hence, both C3 (incompressibility) and C6 (simplified compressibility)
underpredict the measurement data. At 0.8 m (HID = 8) both results, though getting closer to the
experimental result, still undershoot the peak value. In the velocity distribution, FIGURE 5(b), both C3
and C6 results at H = 0.3 m attain a 20 % higher peak values than the experiment. The peak value of C6
occurs at a location slightly closer to the wall than for C3, and C6 maintains higher temperatures from
the peak up to the wall. At If = 0.8 m, the peaks of both C3 and C6 are closer to the wall than the
experimental peak, the C6 peak being closer. The extent of overprediction is about 15 % (for C3) and
10 % (for C6).
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Under the incompressible flow assumption, peaks manifest accompanying a further steeping of the
temperature and velocity profiles around the peaks as the mesh is refined. Especially at lower heights,
the peak values of temperature are in better agreement with the experimental result. Although a mesh
division dependency is wesent in the numerical analysis, the mean flows achieve close agreement with
the mcasurement using Mesh A, for which 16 grids are distributed to the fire source.

l) For SID = 2.0: FIGURE 8(a) shows no appreciable difference in the temperature distribution for C9
(Mesh B, "fine") and CI2 (Mesh C, "dense"). However, tile peaks ofCI2 are about 25 % higher than
thc C9 data at H = 0.3 m and 20 % at 0.8 m (HID = 8). Compared to the experimental reSUlt, the C9 and
('12 peaks occur at locations closer to the walls at all heights. The CI2 peaks are about 20 and 5 %
lower at H = 0.3 and 0.8 m, respectively than the experimental result. In the velocity distribution,
FIGURE 8 (b), tile results of C9 and CI2 differ slightly at all heights: CI2 is roughly IS % higher at H

c 0.3 m and, at 0.8 m, 10 % higher than C9. Compared to the experimental result, the C9 and CI2 peaks
occur at locations closer to the walls at all heights. Compared to the experimental results, the CI2 peaks
at f{ = 0.3 and 0.8 mare rcspectively 50 % and 35 % higher. Again, the computed temperature and
velocity decay faster than tile corresponding measurement data do.

The flow rate of plume at a given height is defined in REFERENCE 12 as the sum of the mass flow
rate over a range extending from the location of the maximum temperature rise down to the position
where tile temperature falls to its IS % value; thus, it is termed the accumulation flow rate at the 85 %
temperature.

·111 % Il" ( 'II alC plc,hdcd Willpalcd III thc cxpcrllllclltal data. 1\1 1.2 III (1111) 121. the Ic,ult, "I ( ·K
alld l'11 agaill agrcc well, undcrplcdidillg by 25 % of the cxpcrimcntal valuc. The vclocity pcn", III
H<;lJRE 7(b) cxcccd (hc cxperimcntal valuc by 10 and 25 % in C8 and CII, respectively, at II'~ (U
III i\t 1.2 m, on the other hand, these computational results almost overlap, giving 25 % higher pcaks
l'\lIl1pared to the measurcment. The portions of the computed profiles from the peaks to the wall
approach the experimental result. At all heights, the vclocity gradients of the numerical simulations are
largcr than thc mcasurcd values.

4.3 Discussion 3: Plume ·Flow Rate

This definition, however, causes inconsistency among the numerical and experimental data: in the
computed results, an accumulation range of the flow rate becomes narrower since maximum
temperatures over the plume attain higher values than those of tile experiment for all cases. This will
result in an underestimation of the flow rate of computed plumes at high positions where the plume is
fully developed, relative to the measurement results and experimental correlations[12] [Note 2]. Hence,
in the prescnt study, accumulated mass flow rate over a range from the point of thc maximum velocity
down to where the velocity decays by 99.9 % is defined as the accumulation flow rate at the 99.9 %
velocity for compensation purposes. For the correction of the experimental data and the correlations, the
formulae proposed by Yokoi[lJ] for the plume flow rate are adapted. A flow rate tllat would exist under
a 15 % range of the maximum temperature rise is estimated using the formulae giving the velocity and
temperature distributions. This amounts to addition of 21 % of the plume flow rate to the original data
determined experimentally and from the correlations as supplement. They are termed the corrected
experimental flow rate and the corrected correlation flow rate. The accumulation flow rate at the 99.9 %
velocity (hereafter simply referred to as "the flow rate" for brevity) of plume is examined in FIGURES
9-11.

.ll.]'QLSID = 0.0: The flow rates for the incompressible flow cases, CI, C7 and CIO, presented in
FIGURE 9 attain higher values than those of the corrected experimental flow rate below 1.9 m height
(HID = 19). For CI and C7, they are about 30 % higher than the data given by the corrected correlation
flow rate, but in good agreement with the corrected experimental flow rate at 2.4 m (HID = 24). For
C1O, it is about 5 % lower than the corrected experimental flow rate at H = 2.4 m. At the sanle height,
the simplified compressibility result, C4, gives a 10 % higher flow rate comparcd to thc rcsult of C I.
Note that both cases are computed on the same mesh system, Mesh A ("coarse").

0.4 D.S O.

FIGURE6(b) Comparison of the Velocity Distributions
for S-?=O.O,C7 (Incompressible, Mesh Bl, C1 0 (Incompressible, M..h Gl,
Experiment [see Note2j

FIGURE 7(b) Comparison of the Velocity Distributions
for S/D=:O.5,CB (Incompressible, Mesh Bl, C11 (Incompressible, Mesh C),
Experrment (see NateZI

FIGURE 8(b) Comparison of the Velocity Distributions
for S!D=2.0,C9 (Incompressible, Mesh B), C12 (IncompressIble, Mesh C),
Experiment [see Note2j
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• For SID· 0.0 TI",' I'" I" a"h" (;orn",

FIGURE 8(a) Comparison of the Temperature Distributions
for S!D=2.0,C9 (Incompressible, Mesh B), C12 (Incompressible, Mesh C),
Experiment [see Note2)

• For SID = 0.5: The Fire is slightly off the Corner.

FIGURES 6(a) &(b) present comparison of the distribution of temperature and velocity, respectively,
between Meshes B ("fine") and C ("dense") for SID = 0.0 Similarly, Results of SID = 0.5 are shown in
FIGURE 7 and for SID = 2.0 in IilGURE 8.

• For SID = 2.0: The Fire is Located at a Distance Twice Ihe Source Size from the Corner.

1) For SID = 0.0: Inspection of .FIGURES 6(a) &(b) reveals no appreciable difference by the mesh
systems, except for the slightly higher peaks in the ncar-wall temperature and velocity computed in CIO
usmg Mesh C ("dense") compared to the results of C7 (Mesh B-"fine"). In tile temperature·
distributIOn at 0.5 m (HID = 5), both C7 and CIO peaks occurrinu near tile wall agree well with the
experimental result, while the slopes of the temperature drop of the~omputed profiles around the peaks
are steeper. At 1.6 m(HID = 16),both C7 and C10 results give respectively 70 % and 100 % higher
values than the experimental data. In the velocity distribution, overshoots by C7 and CIO reach 50 %
and 65 % at H = 0.5 m, and 60 % and 75 % at H = 1.6 m. Por CIO, the computed velocity distribution
between tile peak and the wall is closer to.the experimental data than C7. Steeper gradients of the falling
velOCity profiles around the peaks occur m the computed results than tile experimental slope, a similar
trend seen preVIOusly III the temperature profiles.

When the fire is near the wall, e.g., SID = 0.0 or 0.5, the simplified compressibility model computes
hIgher temperature and velOCIty right over the source than the incompressiblc flow model does. When
the fire is at the wall, the former predicts the temperature distribution near the flame region better than
the latter. The two models give different k and E distributions, to be discussed later.

4.2 Discussion 2: Effects of Mesh Refinement Near the Fire
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2) For SID = 0.5: In FIGURE 7(a), the temperature distribution of C8 (Mesh B, "fine") coincides
almost WIth that ofCl1 (Mesh C, "dense"). At 0.3 m (HID = 3), lower peaks-about 50 % for C8 and
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4).Qistribution of the k and e ~k~ill...!h!..i>.iIrI.Qlille.cI_C..2n}pre.s~i~illtLSinlUlation: liIGURE 13
represents the temperature and velocity distributions along the plume central axis for SID = 0.5, while
FIGURE 14 shows the distribution of the k and e maxima as a function of height In a lower portion of
plume near the fire source, significant temperature decay takes place. In the simplified compressibility
simulations, this results in a rapid contraction of the air in the region, which in turn increases gradients
of the vertical velocity lV. This causes a large Pk, the production term of k [see Note 9], increasing k and
e by five- to ten-fold values of the incompressible flow results. There is, however, little difference in
the computed eddy kinetic viscosity VI bctween the two flow models, keeping close agreement of the
temperature and velocity distribution in lowcr portions of the plume between the two results.

5. CONCLUSIONS

3.lEftects of the Inflow v.ill.!!.e~..Q.U.an.<te_<ltFir~~ FIGURES 12 (c) & (d) display the distributions of k
and e along the plume central axis for C8S1 - C8S4 having various inllow values for k and e. As seen,
although the peak heights for k or e differ slightly among the results, no appreciable diITerence appears
over H = 1.0 m. Only the distributions in k and e right above the fire are aITected by their incoming
values. Beyond that, however, effect is insignificant, as the small differences of the results demonstrate.
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L The plume near the corner is simulated numerically using the standard k-e model to investigate the
effects of the incompressibility and the simplified compressibility by comparing the results with the
experimental data. When the fire source is located ncar the wall (SID = 0.0 or 0.5), the simplified
compressibility results attain higher temperature and velocity right above the fire than the
incompressibility results. When the fire is at the wall, the former reproduces the measurement data more
closely than the latter.

2. The computational mesh near the fire localion is rcfined to cxamine the accuracy against the
experimental data. In incompressible flow, the peaks of tempcrature and velocity manifest with mesh
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Under the incompressible Ilow condition, the mesh dependence of results is not appreciable for the
cases CI - C3, C7 - C9 and CIO - C12. The !low rales show some discrcpancies from the corrected
correlation flow rate at H = 2A m but the diITerences from the corrected experimental flow rate are less
than 5 %. As the distance between the firc source and the wall increases in the order of SID = 0.0, 0.5
and 2.0, the plume flow rates at any height also increase. When the flow rate ratios are calculated using
the value at H = 2Am as reference, they become I, 1.3 and 2A, in good agreement with the corrected
experimental flow rate. Based on these results, the standard k-e model can in practice provide
satisfactorily accurate predictions for estimating the flow rate of corner plumes.

4.4 Discussion 4: Distribution of k aud e
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4) The incompressible flow results C8S I - C8S4: As shown for H = 2A m in FIGURE lO(b), the flow
rates of C8S I and C8S3 are respectively 5 and 7 % lower than the corrected experimental flow rate,
while those ofC8S2 and C8S4 are I and 7 % higher. In all thc cases, deviations are within ±7 % ofthe
corrected experimental flow rates.

2) For SID = 0.5: As seen in FIGURE lO(a), the flow rates for C2, C8 and Cll-the incompressibility
results---exceed the corrected experimental flow rate below 1.8 m (HID = 18). At H = 2A m, it is about
10 % lower than the corrected correlation flow rate but is close to the corrected experimental flow rate.
There, the simplified compressibility approach, C5, computes an about 7 % higher value than C2 on the
same mesh (Mesh A).

3) For SID = 2.0: On the same Mesh A, the incompressible flow C3 and the simplified compressible
flow C6 generate almost identical flow rates below IA m height (HID = 14), as seen in HGURE II.
Both results give a 30 % higher value than the corrected experimental flow rate at 0.5 m (HID = 5). The
result for Mesh B ("fine"), C9, agrees well with that of CI2 using Mesh C ("dense") under the same
incompressible flow assumption. At H = 2.4111, although C3, CG, C9 and CI2 generate roughly 20 %
lower flow rates compared to the corrected correlation flow rate, they are all in good accord with the
corrected experimental flow rate.

1) Effects of Meshes: FIGURE 12 (a) &(b) depict the distribution of k and e along the plume central
axis [see Note 8] for SID = 0.5: flows in C2, C8 and Cil are incompressible, while C5 solves the
simplified compressible flow. For the three incompressible Ilow results, k does not vary significantly
roughly over H=LO m (HID = 10).

2) Comparison of the Incompressible and Simplified Compressible Models: In the simplified
compressibility result, C5, both k and e increase rapidly trom right above the fire source and they attain
maxima at about H = 0.01 to 0.15 m, or HID = 0.1 - 1.5. Over H = 1.0 Ill, k in C5 ditTers Iittle from C2,
C8 and CII computed for the incompressible flow.
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NOMENCLATURE
AI fIre source area [m2]

c.'p specifIc heat[kJ,kg' K]
D edge length of fIre source [Ill]
g gravitational acceleration [1ll/s2 ]

H height[m]
k turbulent kinetic enerb'Y [m2/s2]

k', B, em coefficients
/ length scale of turbulence [Ill]
tltp mass flow rate of plume [kg/s]
tltev} C02 mass flow rate of plume [kg/s]
Q heat release rale [kJ/s]
S distance between fIre sonrce and wall [111]
T temperature [K1
Ll T temperatnre difference [K]
I time [s]

dk dll' k d ~ V, d k) (" G )"'- +c;,==- -- + 'k+ k -E •• "'(1)
at dXj OXj· O"k dXj

(
dU' ow) 1...Y.LPk = V, -"-".L +~ (2)
dx j dXj ox;

Cl=1.44, C2=1.92. C3=O.O, Ci~O.(/-)

FIGURE A-2 Computational Meshes A * 1,B* 1, c* 1. *2

6) Determination ofk and E: For the k and E values, k is set via afluctuation velocity equivalent to 20 ~Il of w. while ,. IS

calculated from the fonnula below, in which the fire length D is taken as the length scale of turbulence I
£ (0.09 x k3/2)/ / ~ ~0.09 x k3/2)/ D

7) Time Step for lJnsteady COIllIJutatiOIlS: As an efiective means to reach the steady-state solution, slHall time step
values between 0.00 I and 0.0 1 s are assigned in the initial stage until the computation becomes stable; then, the time steps
are progressively increased,

8) Distribution of k and e along the Plume Central Axis: In the horizontal cross section at a given height, the point at
which w reaches a maximum is detennined as the location of the plwne axis. Values of k and £ at these positions are
ploUed in the results.

9) The Production and Buoyancy Force Terms in the Tra'l'<.Jorl Equation of k: In the transport equation of k, Eq. (I),
the production teon Pk and the buoyancy force teon Gk are expressed as in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, while the
difTusion teon Ok is modeled in the k equation as in Eq. (5):

1<"1111'111"111 III l"IIII<III,II.lh~ l<'IIIP"I;IIIIl~ p~aks """I illig al h",~r kv~b <\1111" 1\1 h~lI~1 agl~~IIlcIII wllh
Ihc CXllCllIllCllulllcsIII" ;\llh"ugh lh~ nUlllcrical s"lullllllS alc lII~sh d~pcnd~III. lhc lII~an now lIlay be
slIlllllalcd satlSfil~lollly w~lIusing Ib meshes in the lire source.

4. The inflow values of k and E are varied at the lire source. When the fluctuating velocity is modified
over a range of ±10 % about the original data and the length scale of turbulence is set at either 0.1 or 10
times the original, fluctuations in the accumulation flow rate at the 99.9 % velocity change within ±7 %
about the unmodified value. In the k and E distributions, the inflow values of k and E exert influences
right above the fire but the effects are far smaller beyond that height. Beyond the fire, there is little
change in the distribution of k arising from the differences in the flow models, i.e., incompressible and
simplified compressible, and the mesh systems.

3. The accumulation now rates at the 99.9 % velocity computed on Meshes A, U and C differ lillie.
within 5 % deviations at 2.4 m height (HID = 24). As the fire source is positioned further away from the
wall in the SID order of 0.0, 0.5 and 2.0, the plume flow rate increase at any height. For these SID's, the
flow rate ratio is calculated to be I, 1.3 and 2.4, almost identical values with the corrected experimental
flow rate at 2.4m height. Hence, the performance of the standard k-E model for the corner plume
situations is satisfactory.

2) Plume Experiment of Sugawa: Obtained through personal commwlication November 1997.

For SID ~ 0.0, set Cm ~ 0.04; forSiO ~ 0.5, Cm ~ 0.075; and, for SID 0' 2.0. Cm ~ 0.145
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J) Experimental Correlation for Corner Plume: The mass flow rate of plume in a region under the influence of wall can
be written using a coefficient Cm for SID as 1121

4) Wan Heat Conduction: The experiment employs ceramics fiber boards of a 25 nun thickness. Measurements of 1

temperature and upward velocity are started 5 minutes after the bumer is ignited. For SID ~ 0.0, heat transfer to the wall is

estimated to be about I % of the total heat generation from based on temperature measurements taken near the wall. Hence,

it may be safe to state that treating the wall as thennaJ insulators would introduce only small errors in the simulation results.

B is set at 1.5 in the above equations for the data shown in FIG URES 9 - II.

From the practical standpoints for tile numerical simulation of corner plumes considered above,
sufficiently accurate predictions using the incompressible form of the standard k-E model can be
obtained on (I) Mesh B, in which the fire source is divided into 64 meshes, if the accuracy is of concern
within a bound of realistic computational requirement, and (2) Mesh A (16 meshes for the fire), if
qualitative assessment is' of the main interest.

The authors are grateful to Professor Osanli Sugawa of the Center for Fire Science and Technology,
Science University of Tokyo, who provided the experimental data of REFERENCE 12.
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NOTES
1) Location of Fire Source: As shown in FIGURE A-I. snpposeSI and S21neasure the distances bctween each wall
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2 Wall and the square fire source ofedge length D. The location O~.tl.l~~re is expressed in tenus
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A Numerical Study of Smoke Movement in Atrium
Fires with Ceiling Heat Flux
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221 Huksuk-Dong. Dongjak-Ku, Seoul 156-756. Korea

ABSTRACT

rhi, paper deserihes the smoke tilling proecss of a tire field model hascd on a sclt~dC'\clopcd

S~ II YI Smoke Moycment Estimating Pmgram) codc to thc simulation of tire induccd tlows in
th,' 1\\0 1\ pes of atrium space containing a ceiling heat llux. The SMEP using PI SO alg<)rithm
'l'!\ es conservation eyuations j('r mass, momentum. energ} and species, togethcr \Iilh those'
1m the modilicd k- cpsilon turbulencc model II ith huoyancy term. Compressihility is assumcd
and the perfc<:l gas la\\ is used. Comparison of the \:alculated upper-layer avcragc temperaturc
Cind smoke la~er interlace height with the zone models has shown reasonahle agrecment. The
/<lnt' Illodels used are the CFAST developed at the Building and rire Research Laborator\,
\lIST. [JS.A. and the Nlnc one-room of FIRI:CALC deyclopcd at CSIRO. Australia. 1'01'
eltriulll with ceiling glass the consideration of the ceiling heat flux hy solar hcat Illa~ be
necessar~ in order to produce more realistic results. The smoke layer interlace heights Ihal eire
illlportal1l in lire sarct~ IIcre not as sensitive as the smoke la~ er temperature 10 the nature 01

'Tilin~ hem flu'\ condition. This study highlights thc utilit~ of S"lU' licld Illodelin~ 1,,1' tht'
.1Il,i1:sis of smokl' moveillent and temperature in atrium tires.

KEY \VORDS: Silloke Jillin~ process. heat tlux, SMFP, Atrium. Field model. lone model

INTRODUCTION

In r,'ecnl \ears. the alrium huilding has he\:olllc commonplace, Olher large open spaccs
include en~losed shopping malls. arcades. sports arenas, exhibition halls and airplane han~crs,
The smoke generated from fires in these spaces may cause people to panic and interfere with
cvacuation. Not only does the smoke gcnerated ti'om modern synthetic materials lead
10 disorientution and death of the o\:\:upants, hut also large quantities of smokl'
bel'ome an ohstacle to fire extinction. Therclilre lire sa/l:ty is an important iSSUt' to Iw
cOllsidcred 11\ architects and engineers when they design the Iirc protection s~ Sll'IllS
su\:h as spri~klers and smoke control systems cte. I fOlle\ l'r. (here arc fe\\ desigll
guides with strong scientific backgrounds suitahle I(lr usc h~' Ihl' 1:<1I1stnKlion
industr} .

[he ability of sprinklers to suppress Jires in spaces with ceilings higher than I I to l:illl IS

limitedl!.2j. Because the temperature of smoke decrease as it rises(due to cnlr,linllll'nl "I'
,1I11hil'nl ain. smoke may not be hot enough to aetilall' sprinklcrs Illounted undlT the' c,'ilill!c' ,d'
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